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ELO simplifies your  
daily work

Manage your documents structured and based on customers or transactions and store them in digital folders 
with ELOoffice document management software. Transfer paper-based documents directly into ELOoffice 
and then process them further.

Simple
ELOoffice allows you to continue working the way you are used to by creating documents in Microsoft Office 
and then saving them straight to your ELOoffice repository. The proven filing concept and the simplified user 
interface allow you to use the software without requiring time-consuming training. 

Better
Capture documents digitally and benefit from the advantages of new technology. Synchronize important 
data to your smartphone or tablet and access your repository remotely. This makes relevant information 
available at all times and allows you to answer customer inquiries at any time and from any place. 
Synchronize new documents created while out on business with your ELOoffice repository. Take a picture of a 
document with your mobile end device to file it to ELOoffice with a single tap. Your repository remains neat 
and clean at all times – essential for fast reaction times and, ultimately, your success.

Organized
Stay on top of all important business documents. ELOoffice allows you to manage your documents in one 
central place in a structure that is based on transactions and customers. ELOoffice takes on automatic filing for 
you and creates the corresponding version history at the same time, which significantly reduces your  
workload. Replace cumbersome and time-consuming searches for specific information with fast searches 
with just a few clicks. The required documents are available in an instant with ELOoffice, giving you more time 
for important tasks.
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Effortless mobility

For external appointments, such as when visiting a 
construction site with the project manager in  
charge, you need certain information and docu-
ments. Having to gather and print all documents 
beforehand is tedious and time-consuming, since 
you never know which documents you may need. 
Such meetings often give rise to new issues or  
requirements. Not having the right information 
available at this point may mean that you don't 
achieve what you intended to.

Access your documents from  
everywhere with ELOoffice.
ELO MobileConnector lets you easily transfer  
selected documents and folders to your smart- 
phone or tablet. This makes it possible to use these 
files while out of the office and even without an  
Internet connection.

Processing forms, signed contracts or items photo-
graphed with a smartphone is quite time-consu-
ming once you are back at the office since you  
also have to check, sort and scan all collected infor- 
mation. You lose valuable time while the files make  
their way into the correct folder in the repository.

ELOoffice allows you to record  
information while out of the office.
Use the ELO QuickScan app to conveniently record 
documents or images with your smartphone. The 
app's automatic image recognition assures clean 
edges and a perfect image. Easily transfer the  
documents and images you captured to your  
ELOoffice repository. Here, the files are stored in the  
filing location you selected as a PDF with the  
correct version number.

Additional information and functions
Further information can be found here:
www.elooffice.com/en/quickscan

Folders

Documents

E-mails

Pictures

ELOoffice
repository

Snychronize data

Cloud services

Server

RepositoryData on a mobile end device
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ELO QuickScan – Capture documents with 
your smartphone and file them straight to 

your ELOoffice repository. 

"Up-to-date at all times"
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Whether it is e-mails, incoming invoices, delivery slips – a great number of documents fill up your inbox every 
day. Checking all of these documents, processing the information, and then filing it to the corresponding  
folder requires a great deal of effort.

When you order regularly from the same supplier, there are a number of documents that you will require  
repeatedly: order forms, invoices, and delivery slips always list the same mandatory information, such as the 
invoice or customer number or the address. Entering this same information manually wastes time and leaves 
room for typing errors.

ELOoffice takes on the filing for you.
ELO Scan&Archive automatically recognizes recurring documents, reads the relevant information and  
organizes your incoming invoices in so doing. The invoices are processed according to the individually defined 
rules. You determine whether you still want to inspect the documents or whether you want to move them 
straight to the repository.

File documents automatically

Inbox Extract and share information Automatic filing

ELOoffice
repository

Delivery notes

E-mails

Documents
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In addition to recurring invoices, you also receive a great number of documents and e-mails that cannot be 
recognized and processed automatically. E-mails with images, offers or new customer registrations – proces-
sing these incoming files also takes a lot of time. The files have to be categorized, keyworded, and moved to 
the right folder. 

Faster filing with ELOoffice.
ELO Dropzone allows you to conveniently drag and drop documents to the ELO repository. Create filing tiles 
for different document types, such as images, offers or new customer registrations. Just drag a new incoming 
offer to the the corresponding "Offers" tile. ELOoffice takes care of the keywording and filing for you.  
ELO Dropzone opens in a separate window.

Inbox ELO Dropzone (predefined filing tiles) Direct filing

ELOoffice
Repository

Offers

Images

New customers

Offers E-mails

New  
customersImages
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"Minimum effort for 
maximum gain"

Transparent processes and quick 
feedback for excellent service and 

customer satisfaction. 
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Fast information availability is an important factor 
for our daily work. Nothing beats providing the  
customer with immediate information without 
long search times.

ELOoffice finds what you are looking  
for with a single click.
Select the search term, such as your customer's  
order number, start the search with ELO Click&Find 
and you are shown the results immediately. It 
doesn't matter whether you select the search term 
on a website, in an e-mail or in another application 
– ELOoffice searches the repository at lightning 
speed. Do you remember a similar order that  
another customer placed? ELOoffice also searches 
file contents and returns an overview of similar  
documents that already must have been created.

It's not just incoming documents that you process 
every day. You also create your own offers and  
invoices for your customers in the same manner. 
Many steps are required from creating to sending 
documents.

ELOoffice simplifies your outbox.
Print, archive and send with a click – ELO Print& 
Archive does all of this in a single step.  
Personalized filing rules automatically ensures  
that invoices, offers, and other documents are  
filed correctly. At the same time, the document  
can be printed or sent as a PDF by e-mail. 
What used to take a long of time is now done  
in mere seconds. ELO Print&Archive supports your 
outbox from within any software environment.

Find important informa-
tion in an instant

Filing made easy

E-mail

Website

Program

Print

Archive

Send

ELOoffice
Repository

Search from different media Retrieval from
ELOoffice

An action Three steps
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ELOoffice for an easy start.
ELOoffice can be used in all business sectors with 
templates for common document types, such as  
invoices and offers. You can adapt the structure to 
your needs very easily.

Continue working in your  
familiar environment.
Thanks to the full integration into Microsoft Office, 
ELOoffice can be used right away without the need 
for training. Continue to create documents in your 
preferred Microsoft Office application and simply 
save them directly to your ELOoffice repository. 

File your documents securely.
ELOoffice allows for secure and proper archiving of 
all of your business documents and working  
materials. You also can define who can access and 
edit your document by assigning user rights.

Additional information and functions
Further information can be found here:
www.elooffice.com/en/product/functions

Many helpful functions  
for your daily work
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ELO grows according to your demands.
ELOoffice offers a host of options with a total volume of 200,000 documents per repository in a  
maximum of four repositories with 32 repository levels for up to ten users per network. 

Need more functions? Simply upgrade to ELOprofessional or ELOenterprise. 

"Reshape your digital processes"

Learn more?
Further information can be found here:
 www.elo.com/en/products
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"ELOoffice - real life stories"
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The increasing order volume also results in a high 
volume of paper and more administrative costs 
within the company: offers, order processing,  
contract documents, documentation and corres-
pondence – all of this has to be filed correctly. 

With ELOoffice, all documents are structured and 
filed electronically. All outgoing documents are 
filed with a reference to a contact and a trans- 
action. 
Incoming paper documents can be scanned and 
also be assigned references for a contact or a  
transaction. This creates digital files for market 
partners (prospects/customers/suppliers) and pro-
cesses (projects). 

The advantages of ELOoffice are apparent:  
Optimized processes, a constant overview of all  
documents, fast access to every document via the 
keywording, rendering the paper-based document 
repository obsolete.

Our employees used to file all Office document and 
construction drawings to the Windows Explorer 
structure. This became chaotic very quickly.

Over 15,000 documents – technical drawings, all 
project documents (correspondence), debtor and 
creditor receipts – were filed to the repository in a 
well-organized filing structure. The integration into 
the existing ERP software was solved with a UDS  
interface that reads the data directly from the  
SQL database into the ELOoffice keywording. 

The ten employees who work directly with  
ELOoffice particularly like the new ELO Click&Find 
search function. The module allows them to search 
in the ELO repository from within any Windows  
program. To do so, the employees only have to  
select a term, start the search and the result  
appears on their screen almost immediately.  
It doesn't get much easier than that.

Increase your company's success  
with ELOoffice

"ELO's digital file structure allows us to tie the software directly 
into our filing system."  

Sascha Jenny, Management Jenny AG

"The automatic keywording with ELO Dropzone via drag-and-
drop actions saves us a significant amount of time."  

Florian Sell, Construction/Engineering & IT  
K. Ley GmbH & Co. KG
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Added value for  
your daily work

Capture information while on the road 
and take documents everywhere you go

Fully integrate Microsoft Office and make 
use of other software solutions

Scan paper documents and file them to 
the correct folder automatically

Self-explanatory and intuitive interface

Organize versions transparently and  
in a structured manner

Continue working in your familiar  
environment

Print, archive and send in a single step

File documents centrally from all  
applications and manage them based  
on transactions

Secure and legally compliant filing

Use working time effectively and save 
costs of paper repositories
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You can archive up to 200 documents in our free trial version without any limitations.
Just download the trial version and start using ELOoffice: www.elooffice.com/en/demo

Buy ELOoffice from a certified reseller in your area: www.elooffice.com/en/shop
 
The www.elooffice.com/en website offers helpful answers to many questions.  
Contact us by phone at +49 711 806089-0 or by sending an e-mail to info@elooffice.com. 

Don't waste any time, 
get started now!
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ELO® is available from:

USA
ELO Digital Office Corporation, 
214 Lincoln Street, Suite 304, Boston, 
MA 02134, USA; info-usa@elo.com 

Europe
ELO Digital Office GmbH, Tübinger Strasse 43, 
70178 Stuttgart, Germany; info@elo.com

Asia
ELO Digital Office Indonesia, Graha Kencana Building, 2nd Floor, 
Raya Perjuangan 88 Kebon Jeruk, 11530 Jakarta, Indonesia; info@elo.co.id

Asia –Pacific
ELO Digital Office AU/NZ Pty Ltd, Level 14, 221 Miller Street, 
North Sydney NSW 2060, Australia; info@elodigital.com.au


